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Let X = {XI,XZ, . .. 1 be a finite set and associate to every xi a real number ai. Let J(n) [g(n)] be 
the least value such that given any family 9 of subsets of X having maximum degree II 
[cardinality n), one can find integers Qi, i = i,2, . . . so that }Qi- ad c 1 and 
for all EE 3. We prove 
f(n)Sn- 1 and g(n)Sc(n log #It. 
1. Introduction 
A well-known theorem of 2s. Baranyai [I] states that the complete r-uniform 
hypergraph of n vertices, Ki, is l-factorizable if r is a divisor of n. His fundamental 
lemma was the following: Let [ad] be an k by I matrix of real elements, then there 
exists a k by I integer matrix [a~] such that 
I au-ezfjj<l for all i, j, 
I C au-C cr~<l forallj, i i I 
I 
C au-C tq cl foralli, and 
i i I 
cc au- c c tQ<l. 
i j i j I 
We shall investigate the following general problem. Let X= {xI,x~, . . . } be a finite 
set and let us associate a real number CX~ to rir i= 1,2, . . . . What is the smallest value 
f(n), such that, given any family 9 of subsets of X having maximum degree n, one 
can find integers ai, i = 1,2, . . . so that lai- ail < 1 and 
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c ai- C ai rf(n) for all EE $r. 
XieE xitzE 
(A point in a hypergraph as degree d if the number of sets containing this point is d 
and the maximum degree is the maximum for all points.) 
We shall consider also a second function g(n) that arises when we modify our 
original question such that the family s has the cardinality n, i.e. by asking for the 
smallest value g(n) such that, for every family 9F having cardinality n, one can find 
integers ai, i= 1,2, .. . SO that lai- ail< 1 and for each EE 9, 1 CqeECli- Cx,eEailS 
m. 
Finally we mention the following balancing problem of J. Olsan and J. Spencer 
[3]: What is the smallest value h(n) such that, given any n finite sets El, . . . ,I& one 
can find two disjoint sets A and B so that A U B =El U ..* U& and for all i, 
IIEil7AI-IEir’lBJlrh(n). Th is is essentially the problem of determining (n) under 
the additional condition that all ai = +. 
Clearly 
MO 5 so0 sf (n). (1) 
.I. Olson and J. Spencer [3] proved (+ - o( 1))n l/2 < h(n), thus from (1) follows 
($- o(l))rP2<g(n)Sf(n). 
We conjecture, but cannot prove, that f(n) <cn *12. We shall prove, however, that 
f(n)m - 1 and g(n)<c(n log n)*12. 
Theorem 1. fin) s n - 1 for n 22. 
Baranyai’s theorem and several questions concerning coloring shows, that it would 
be important to know the exact value of f(n) for small values of n. Kf, the simple 
triangle shows that f(2) 2 1, so our theorem implies f(2) = 1. We do not know the 
exact value of f(3), only the inequalities + f(3) < 2. (A lower bound can be derived 
by considering the finite geometry on 7 points.) We conjecture that f(n) s +n is true 
even for small values of 12. 
Theorem 2. g(n) c 2(2n log 2n)‘12 for n ~5. 
By (1) and Theorem 2 we obtain 
h(n)<8(2n log 2n)l” for nr5, (2) 
which is an improvement of the upper bound of J. Olson and J. Spencer [3] (they 
showed h(n) c (2n)l” log n). We shall prove the following more general 
Theorem 3. Given n (n 2 5) finite sets El , . . . , En it is possible to partition their union 
in to r parts A 1 , . . . ,A, for any positive integer r in such a way, that, for each i, j and 
k 
) IEinAjl- lEifIAkl)<24(2n log 2n)*12. 
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2. Proof of Theorem 1 
We begin with a rough proof that f(n)sn. Let F be a family of subsets of X 
having maximal degree n and assume that to each point has been associated a real 
number which we call its weight. Assume, without loss of generality, that all weights 
lie in [0, 11. Call a point fmed if its weight is zero or one; otherwise, variable. Call a 
set EE F unsafe if it has more that n variable ‘nts; otherwise, safe. 
Now we adjust the weights. We require th he total weight of an unsafe set 
remain constant. All weights must remain in [O, 1] and fixed points do not change 
their weights. Under these conditions, each unsafe set gives a linear equation and 
each variable point gives a variable. As each variable point is in at most n unsafe sets 
and each unsafe set has at least n + 1 variable points, there are more variables than 
equations. The solution set therefore contains a line through the current weight 
vector; we move along that line until one of the weights becomes zero or one. This 
concludes the weight adjustment. 
We apply this adjustment repeatedly (each application fixes at least one more 
point) until all points are fixed. Our “integer-making” is complete: What has 
happened tothe total weight of a particular EE 9. As long as E was unsafe its total 
weight remained constant. When E became safe it contained at most n variable 
points o that its total weight could change by at most n. ’ 
In the remainder of this section we formalize and finetune the above argument. 
Let X= {XI, .. . . xS}. Without loss of generality we can assume Or ai= 1 for 
i=l , . . . ,s. We shall define a sequence a*, al, . . . , ap of s-dimensional vectors 
ak=(ak 1, . . . , CY,“) and a sequence Yk of subsets of X with the following properties. 
(1) oP=ai for i= 1, . . . ,S. 
(2) Olaf= 1, i= l,..., s, k=O, l,..., p. 
(3) Y&C X is the set of po ts xi, for which a: is not an integer. 
(4) Y*3Y13Y23**-3Y, 
(5) d=a: for j=k+ 1 , . . . ,p, whenever a: is an integer. 
(6) c X,EE& - k-&~&1 if IEn Ykl>n. 
(7) If IEfI Y&l= IZ and Cxiet & ~X,EEC$+ ‘, then 
EnYk+l=@ and C a:+*- C 01 =+n. 
XieE XieE 
According to (3) these sequences are finished, if the final vector ap has only 0, 1 
coordinates. Choosing ar - - cry, it follows from the above relations, that for all E E 3 
either ICxiQEai- Cxi,~a&+n or ICX,EEai- &,&ail<n- 1, and this is a bit more 
sharp than Theorem 2. 
We construct he sequence czk by induction. Supposing ak is defined and Y& is not 
void. Let 
If Gk is void, then put p = k + 1, a;+1 = ai for x& Y& and c$+ * = 0 or 1 arbitrarily for 
I degree n there are two cases to 
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xie Yk. If Gk isn’t void, then because of maximum 
consider 
CfN? (a). )Gk) <I yklm 
Case (b). l&l = 1 Y&l and IEn Ykl = n, if En Yk#@ and Xii! Yk has degree nin Gk 
(that is Gk is an n-uniform, n-regular hypergraph On Yk). 
In Case (a) let us associate a real variable fli for every i= 1, . . . , s and consider the 
following linear system of equations: 
C /Ji=O, EEGkr 
XiEEfl Y&
/9i=O, Xid yk. 
A nontrivial solution {Bi}f= 1 exists, because there are more variables than 
equations. 
Now let to be the greatest positive value for which 
OSa~+t()flill for all ie Yk 
holds, and put 
a~+‘=UC+t()fli for i= I,...,& 
Because of the maximality of to, Yk+ IC Yk. It is easy to check, that 
c a;= c a;+* forallEEGk. 
XirEE XicE 
In Case (b) let Q:+’ be the integer closest o #i for XiE Yk. Clearly la: + ’ - ail 5 + for 
XiE Yk, S0 
c a;+*_ C (xi I+?Z. 
XieE X,EE 
Because of (5) cuf+ ’ = a?- - ai for XiE Yk. It is easy to check that in each case the 
relations (l), (2), . . . , (7) hold, and this completes the proof. 
,3. Proof of Theorem 2 
Let X= {xl, . . . , xs} and nz5. We niay assume that OI:tzi= 1 for i= 1, . . . ,s. 
Firstly we construct a vector o* = (a* ), . . . , a,*) so that a,? has value 1 or 0, except n 
Suffix j, , . . ..j. (14jl<- <j,ls) for which Osaifs 1, i= 1, . . ..n and 
c at- c Cti=O for all.& 5 
X,EE XieE 
We shall define a sequence a$ cll, . . o , cxp of s-dimensional vectors ak = (a:, . . . , a,“) 
#and a sequence Yk of subsets of X with the following properties. 
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(1) aP=ai for i= 1, . . . ,s. 
(2) OS& 1, i= 1, . . . . s, k=O, 1, . . . . p. 
(3) Y&cx is the set of points xi, for which af is not an integer. 
(4) Yo~Y1+~YPand IYpJsn. 
(5) o$=czf forj=k+ 1 , . . . ,p, whenever a! is an integer. 
(6) CXIGE a:= CxioE a:+ * for all E E Pi 
Choosing aj’ = a7 we obtain the desired vector II* = (a?, . . . , a,*). If 1 Y&l > n, then let us 
associate a real variable fli for every i= 1 , . . . ,s and consider the following linear 
system of equations: 
A nontrivial solution {fli}f= 1 exists, because there are more variables than 
equations. 
Now let to be the greatest positive value for which 
ol@f+t&ir 1 forxie Yk 
holds, and put 
U?~+‘=&+tO~i fori=l,...,s. 
Because of the maximal&y of to, Yk+ 15 Yk. It is easy to check that 
C of= C a:+’ for all EtsS, 
XieE XieE 
which was to be proved. 
We remark that the existence of a* is almost rivial by the following eometric 
argument. 
LetcE=(cE,1,...,c&wherecei=l ifxiEEandcE,i=OifxiB_E. Let VcFbethe 
subspace generated by {CE: EE 9) and let V*={VEF: vl V}, i.e. VI is the 
orthogonal complement of V in RS. Since o E V* and dim VI 2s - n, therefore one 
of the n-dimensional sides of the rectangular parallelepiped 
Psii, [-ai, 1 -ai]CR' 
has a common point with VI, i.e. there exists a v* = (vr, . . . , v,*) such that v,? has 
value 1 - ai or -ai, except n suffices jr, . . . , j, for which -oji= $5 1 - CQ, i= 
1 , . . . , n. Let pi (0 spis 1) be defined by the equation 
Vl=pi(l -tY&)+(l -pi)(-ai,), i= l,...,n. 
We define the vector in* = (a$ . . . , at) as follows: if k $ {jl, . . . , jn}, then put ak* = 1 or 
0 according as I$= 1 - ok or -ok; if k = ji, then put a; “pi. Observe that 
c ai*- c @=v*cE=O for all Etz .% 
XieE XieE 
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Since CXiE~& CX,EE~~= 0 for all EE 9, it suffices to give integers a;*, . . . ,ur, 
where aif* = 1 or 0, SO that 
n 
C( QJI F* - aJT)cE,i, c 2(2n log 2n)li2 for each EE .F 
i=l 
(7) 
(we remind the reader that c’E,i= 1 or 0 according as XiE E or not). 
Indeed, Theorem 2 follows from (7), since choosing a:* = 0: for ie ut, . . . ,jni we 
obtain 
C ai**- C 
X,EE .r, E E 
C af- C 
Aj:IEE XittE 
n 
= C( 
i= I 
aJI 
F* - az)cE, j, < 2(2n log 2n)‘” 
I 
for each E E A 
Let us return to (7)., Since a;* - a: has value 1 -a: or -a;, it suffices to prove 
Lemma. Letpi, . . . , pn, 0 SpiS 1 (n 2 5) be real numbers and let C = [cu] be an n by n 
0- 1 -matrix, then there is a vector w = ( w 1, . . . , wn), wi = 1 -pi or -pi, such that 
I I i WiCg < 2(2n log 2/l)‘” forallj=1,...,n. i=l 
Using the “probabilistic method” it is easy to prove the lemma, however, we shall 
give an algorithm for constructing w (see [2, 31). 
Proof. We construct a vector w =(w~, . . . , w,) as follows. Having assigned values to 
wj, j 5 i - 1 we assign to wi (iz 1) that value 1 -pi, -pi which minimizes the quantity 
(1 +/?WjCj&)+ fl (1 -pWjCj&) 
jai 1 
where /? will be fixed later. (Here we interpret the empty product as 1). For 
notational convenience we let 
QitY) = I? 
k=l 
i- flycik) fl (1 + flwjcjk) 
jsi- I 
+ (I- DYCik) n (1 -#wjcjk) , 
jsi- I 1 
R&z n (1 &flwjcjk). 
jsi 
By our construction 
Qi(I -Pi)- Qi- 1 =#(I -pi) kf, ci,k(R;t r,k-Rc I,k), 
I 
Qd-pi) - Qi- 1 =fl(_Pi) i C&k@i’_ I,k-RT_ l,k). 
k=l 
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Hence, by Qi=min(Qi(l -PiX Qt+Pil), we get 
Since Qo= 2n, it follows that Qns 212. Thus, for each j,
Using the inequality 1 +x>exp(x- 2x2) if 1x1 c +, we get 
2n2 i (1 +fiWiC#) 
i= I 
i WiCjj<2?@+- 
log 2n 
B 
if/k+. 
i=l 
The right side of (8) is minimised by our value j? = (log 212/2n)*~~, and we get 
f WiQ< 2(2?l log 2n) In 
i=l 
if n z 5. Similar argument shows that 
f WiCij>-2(2n log 2n)li2, 
i=l 
thus for each j we obtain 
I I i WiCu <2(2n log 2n)ln if nr5. i=l 
This proves the lemma, and thereby proves Theorem 2. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3 
Theorem 3 follows trivially from the following statement: Given n (n L 5) finite 
sets Et, . . . , En it is possible to partition their union into r parts (~2 2) A I, . . . ,Ar in 
such a way that, for each i, j, 
I lEinAil_ lEil r I< (12+)(2n log 2n)l”. 
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We prove it by induction on r. For r = 2 the statement is valid by (2). Assume that 
r>2, and the statement is true for every 2s f’s f- 1. It will be convenient o have 
the following brief notation 
)+(n)= (12~&)(Zn log 2np. 
Let r = 2r’ or 2r’ + 1 according as r is even or odd, and let us associate r’/r to every 
point of EI U l U&. By Theorem 2, one can find two disjoint sets A and 1# so that 
.AUB=E1U*~LJEn, 
IEinAl -LIEi <2(2n log 2n)“2, 
r 
(I) 
IEinAl-r-r’ -lEil c2(2n log 2n)*j2, 
r (2) 
for all i= 1 ,..., n. Sincemax{r’,r-r’}lr- 1, thus, by the induction hypothesis, one 
can partition the sets A and B into r’ and r-r’ parts A I, . . . ,& and Bi, . . . , Br+; 
respectively, so that 
’ I&?n~~l_ Fin AI 
r’ I 
d p(n) for all i, j; (3) 
IEinAj+!!! 
r-r’ 
% y,-f(n) for all i, j. (4) 
By (l), (2), (3) and (4) it suffices to check 
max 
C 
y&z) + 
2(2n log 2n)l” 2(2n log 2n)l” 
r’ 
vyy-f(n)+ 
r-r’ 1 
( vr(n) 
- l (9 
Simple computation shows that (5) is true, which completes the proof of the 
statement. 
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